
Minutes of the Littlehempston Parish Council Meeting on July 4th 2018

Present: Cllrs Morris, Eyers, Whybrow and Ash & Oldridge together with DCC Cllr 
Hawkins and SHDC Cllr Pennington.

There were 7 members of the public present.

Cllr Oldridge was welcomed to the Parish Council

Item 1 There were no apologies for absence

Item 2 Cllr Oldridge declared an interest in the Cycle Path

Item 3 The Minutes of the last meeting were agreed and signed as correct

Item 4 Matters arising

Members of the PC will attend the HATOC meeting at SHDC on July 6th and will make a 
presentation on the need to progress the Cycle Path linking Littlehempston and Totnes.
This would be to the benefit of other villages this side of the river as well as to our 
own.

The Planning and Weight restrictions on the river bridge have been accepted by the PC 
following feedback from the agricultural community. Signage to restrict parking by the 
bridge has still to be agreed. The simpler the better. Cllr Hawkins will arrange for Neil 
Oxton from DCC to come to the site to discuss options for appropriate signage. Also for
signage at the Triangle Bridge to direct vehicles away from accessing  Silver Lane.

Item 5 Clean Air Strategy. 

James Kershaw from SHDC gave a very interesting and informative summary of the 
main points of the Clean Air Strategy for Totnes which is focussed on improving air 
quality along the A385 corridor and within the town itself. Although investigating some 
long-term (and very costly) developments such as an underpass for the railway 
station, SHDC is looking for improvements which can be actively taken forward and will
in a very practical way deliver immediate benefit. Instances would be changing traffic 
light-controlled crossings to zebra crossings so that traffic is only halted for the time 
taken for pedestrians to cross; or trying to encourage better connections between bus 
and train timetables to enable commuters to come in to the station by bus instead of 
car. Apparently 70% of Totnes traffic is through traffic since the town has one of the 
few bridges across the Dart. 

There are plans to invest in putting electric vehicle charging points in car parks and 
new residential development areas. Part of the Clean Air Strategy is also designed to 
promote cycling and walking in place of driving and that is why SHDC supports the 
Littlehempston to Totnes Cycle Path link.

DCC is supportive in principle and Cllr Hawkins suggested that at the HATOC meeting 
this week DCC could be asked to make a formal request to the landowners concerned 
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to discuss the development of the Cycle Path. Following this, he and the PC would 
request a meeting with the relevant Boards of Directors to take the matter forward. 

James said that there is money available for developments which support the Clean Air
Strategy and more funds are being gathered from developers on an ongoing basis.

The Strategy has now been published in its consultation stage and is on the SHDC 
website, but comments, views and suggestions are still welcomed and should be made 
via air.quality@swdevon.gov.uk 

Item 6 Public Forum

Planning issues dominated the Public Forum. It was confirmed that the second 
application for an agricultural building on Ackrells Hill has been withdrawn. It is 
anticipated that a Full Planning Application for a barn in this location will be submitted 
in due course.

Although largely welcomed (as their development is badly needed and should have a 
positive visual impact if sympathetically carried out as proposed) there have been a 
number of concerns expressed by parishioners about the development of Higher Court 
Farm Barns. The Chair has collected and collated these and invited any further 
comments from people present. He will send all of these through to the SHDC Planning 
website. However parishioners are also encouraged to submit their own comments. The
closing date for feedback is July 20th 2018.  Concerns expressed at the meeting largely 
centred around the known flood risks – even the barn yard has flooded on occasions - 
and associated problems with sewage and general waste disposal. The potential impact
on the village flood prevention and alleviation measures in the adjacent meadow 
caused concern and several people asked that the PC should contact the Environment 
Agency to involve them in making an Environmental Impact Assessment (based on a 
site visit) before planning progresses. This contact will be made immediately. 

There was also concern about parking and the effect of more cars requiring hard 
standing in that small area, and the suggestion that creating three new residences 
(barn conversions) out of the existing buildings would be more appropriate than four. 
There is some ambiguity about whether the barns are listed or not.

A copy of the collated concerns will also be sent to the landowner/developer who was 
unable to attend the meeting as invited, but has asked to be kept informed. 

Item 7 Correspondence

A TAP meeting is taking place on July 9th to discuss the arrangements for a shared 
Lengthsman’s service between Littlehempston, Staverton and Dartington. The Clerk 
has been tasked with agreeing an equitable division of service for the Parish.
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Item 8 Clerk & Cllr Reports

SHDC has been looking into an ‘Asset Development’ proposal which has been discussed
at an Executive meeting but not in a full Council Meeting as yet. It is likely to prove 
controversial and several District Cllrs are pushing for it to be on the Agenda for the 
next full Council Meeting on 26th August and that Town and Parish Councils should be 
consulted about any suggestions made for the development of District Council Assets.

Cllr Eyers reported some rather unusual and unexpected work on drainage taking place
in the lane outside the entrance to Buckyette.

Item 9 General Data Protection Regulations

Cllr Eyers gave a short input on the impact of the new Data Protection Regulations on 
the Parish Council. He requested that Cllrs read the information which he distributed - 
with particular reference to the pages regarding our communications and contacts with 
people whom we work with in our PC business dealings – and consider what we should 
be recording in order to comply with the Regulations. This will be on the Agenda of the 
next PC meeting in September to be reviewed and discussed further. Cllr Eyers and the
Clerk will need to draw up a ‘Privacy Notice’ for the PC and complete a short Report on 
its arrangements for compliance prior to this discussion.

Item 10 Planning

Application No: 1991/18/PDM.  Applicant: Mr Luke Winham, Vision Residences. Proposal: 
Notification for prior approval for a change of use of agricultural building to 4n dwellinghouses 
(Class C3) and for associated operational development (Class Q (a)&(b))

Following on from the earlier discussion at the Public Forum, the PC will supply 
comments of their own and collate and forward those of others in the parish to SHDC 
via the website, but have not been asked for a formal response or decision at this 
stage. 

Item 11 Finances

It appears that we still only have 2 Cllrs registered as signatories at Lloyds Bank. Cllrs 
Ash, Morris and Oldridge were asked to accompany Cllr Eyers to register as official 
signatories of the PC account at Lloyds Bank in Totnes.

Item 12 The date of the next meeting is scheduled for September 5th 2018

If  - due to unexpected  business -an extraordinary meeting is required before then a 
provisional date of 15th August 2018 has been agreed.
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